Neighbour Hub Design Templates
Each design incorporates unique elements selected during community
engagement and are wheelchair-accessible, offer sizeable storage for emergency
supplies, planter boxes, covered seating, community bulletin boards, solarpowered lights and charging stations.

Hive
Drawing inspiration from the symmetry of a
beehive, the HIVE will be buzzing with
opportunities to connect with your neighbours.
The HIVE offers varying seating options – from
individual seating with comfortable side tables
to large group seating for afternoon picnics.
Stay rain or shine with an arched-shaped roof.
Surrounded by four hive-shaped planter boxes,
you’ll feel among the pollinators! HIVE includes
solar-powered lights and a charging station,
plenty of storage for emergency supplies and a
community bulletin board for you to share
what’s buzzing.
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Jewel
Glistening with the promise of days lounging in
the sun is the JEWEL design. Incorporating a
mix of two comfortable lounge chairs, open
concept seating and shade-covered tables, the
JEWEL design brings together comfort and
sociability. From kid-friendly stepping stools for
watering two integrated planters, dedicated
storage for emergency supplies, space for a
community-bulletin board, solar-powered lights
and a charging station – the JEWEL is more
than a bench, it is a community space
designed to spark conversation.
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Fern
Grow your connections with your community
by spending some time at the FERN. The
FERN design resembles the triangular edges
of the classic west coast ferns, offering seating
at varying levels, comfortable lounging and
covered table seating. This design offers a
storage unit for community sharing, two
integrated planters, emergency supply
storage, a community bulletin board, solarpowered lights and a charging station. The
FERN will be the perfect environment to
flourish resilience in your community!
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Each Neighbour Hub will also have customized features based on input from
Neighbourhood Associations, businesses and residents and suited to its
location, as determined by the City.

